
 
 
 

Bullet Gold Wood Screws 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 

 
QUESTION: What makes the Bullet Gold Wood Screw high performance? 
ANSWER: This is due to the unique combination of the StickFit™ system that tightly secures 
the bit in the screw head, and the high performance thread with instant-bite tip. These deliver 
speed, stability and convenience in use. 
 
QUESTION: How do Bullet Screws enable a one-handed installation? 
ANSWER: The unique combination of the StickFit™ system that tightly secures the bit in the 
screw head, allowing you to have one hand free to hold the material in place. 
 
QUESTION: Do I need to drill a pilot hole before using the Bullet Wood Screws? 
ANSWER: Only in the very hardest, exotic timbers. In over 99% of applications the Bullet screw 
requires no pilot hole, even up to 200mm in length. 
 
QUESTION: How does the Bullet Wood Screw compare with other screws ? 
ANSWER: Bullet is the only screw on the market with this high performance thread and 
StickFit™ design. Bullet screws have a thicker core and are made from high-grade steel. 
 
QUESTION: If I lose the Bullet bit, am I able to use a standard Pozidriv bit? 
ANSWER: Always use the Bullet bit provided in the box for full benefits, but if you lose it a 
Pozidriv or Phillips bit will still drive the screw, but without the StickFit convenient benefit. 
 
QUESTION: Are the screws waxed? 
ANSWER: Yes. Bullet screws are coated with high-grade, German-made Gleitmo wax for a 
smoother insertion. 
 
QUESTION: What is the difference between the Gold and Silver Screws? 
ANSWER: The difference is just in the plating finish.  
 
QUESTION: Where can I get the StickFit™  bits from if I want to buy the screws? 
ANSWER: Each pack of screws includes the specially designed bit to deliver the benefits to the  
StickFit™ system. 
 
QUESTION: If I lose the Bullet bit, am I able to use a standard Pozidriv bit? 
ANSWER: Always use the Bullet bit provided in the box for full benefits, but if you lose it a 
Pozidriv or Phillips bit will still drive the screw, but without the StickFit™ system benefit. 
 

SUMMARY 
● Bullet Wood Screws give speed, stability and convenience in use 
● The StickFit™ system enables one-handed drilling so you can steady materials in place 
● No need for pilot holes when using Bullet Wood Screws 
● The only difference between Gold and Silver Wood Screws is the finish 


